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The Weaver Sews 

 
 

 

2 HOUR LECTURE 
 

INKLE LOOM WEAVING 

 
No weaving experience necessary! The inkle loom is portable, 
easy to warp, easy to weave off, and makes beautiful belts 

and bands. Daryl uses it to trim her garments. Every weaver 
should own one. Through a PowerPoint presentation, 

participants will learn to make heddles for the loom, follow a 
draft and warp the inkle loom. Proper techniques for weaving 

a tight even band with good selvedges will be explained. As 
time allows, a discussion of Baltic Pick-up will be 

demonstrated. THIS LECTURE IS VIA POWERPOINT AND IS 
WELL SUITED TO REMOTE MEETING TECHNOLOGY. 

 
 

 
ALL LEVELS ARE WELCOME 

 

MAXIMUM ENROLLMENT: Unlimited 
 

SUPPLY LISTS: I will need a screen and extension cord with a power strip.  I will 
provide an LCD projector and laptop for digital slides.  This lecture is suitable for 

remote meeting technology. 
 

In addition, I would like a table for displaying my own work. 
 

A PDF digital downloadable version of the lecture will be available for participants before 
or after the presentation.  It is usually sent to the guild ahead of time for distribution. 
 

Bio: Daryl Lancaster, a hand-weaver and fiber artist known for her award-

winning hand-woven fabric and garments, has been constructing garments for 
more than half a century. She gives lectures and workshops to guilds, 

conferences, and craft centers all over the United States. The former Features 
Editor for Handwoven Magazine, she has written more than 100 articles and 

digital content, frequently contributes to various weaving and sewing 
publications and including Threads Magazine. She now has a YouTube channel, 

mailto:theweaver@weaversew.com
http://www.weaversew.com/
http://www.weaversew.com/wordblog
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmz2mYvnteUP11-LvK8-eNg


The Weaver Sews where she shares her extensive experience sewing 
handwoven garments. Daryl maintains a blog at 

www.weaversew.com/wordblog Find her at www.Daryllancaster.com 
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